Statement of purpose: I look forward to the opportunity, and request your support, to represent
you as your next Part Time Faculty for Academic Senate. I say this for three reasons. First, I
have been involved with my world language department to develop curriculum for the Arabic
civilization class. Adding on that, am serving in the curriculum committee at Grossmont College.
Therefore, I have tremendous institutional knowledge and recognize what issues need to be
addressed for the good of our faculty. Second, I have a unique perspective resulting from the
nexus of my affiliation both on this campus and at system level, due to my involvement as a part
time faculty at Cuyamaca and Grossmont colleges. This gives me access to not only world
language department but give an access to the business department.
Third, due to my experience attending several meeting in both campuses I recognize the issues
that faces all of our part time faculty and have specific challenges that my position can leverage
to solve, for the benefit of the faculty at Cuyamaca college and beyond.
I hope the following gives you a perspective on my qualifications for that task.
Background and Training: Dynamic, accomplished bilingual University Professor highly
regarded for five years of progressive experience in college education and digital marketing for
industry leaders. Proven track record of utilizing modern learning technology, comprehensive
instruction, and extensive professional knowledge of analytical mobile marketing tools and
digital campaigns to cultivate innovative curriculum that prepares students for their professional
careers. Respected as a motivational, influential leader and collaborator who successfully guides
students in realizing academic goals. Builds and maintains lasting relationships, driving
academic objectives through a people-focused approach. Exemplary educational qualifications
include the pursuit of a Doctorate of Business Administration from Alliant International
University. Out-of-the-box thinker committed to making continuous improvements in
communication to enable student growth.

Best Regards
Abdullah Alshawi

